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What you need to know before you 

decide to be vaccinated:

 Why do we already have vaccines against 

COVID?

 How do these vaccines work?

 How have these vaccines been tested?

 What is still unknown at this point and how will 

we get this information going forward?

 What additional safety measures are in place?



We already have vaccines 

available because of previous 

research and because of 

Operation Warp Speed.



Introduction: Evolution of SARS-2-CoV 

Vaccine development:

 Sequence of SARS-2-CoV published 

(January 11, 2020)

 Prefusion spike protein trimer identified as 

a neutralizing target for protective 

immunity (Angiotensin Converting 

Enzyme-2)

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome 

(MERS)Virus 

SARS-1-CoV

Image credit: A second pathway into cells for SARS-CoV-2: New understanding 

of the neuropilin-1 protein could speed vaccine research (yahoo.com)

https://news.yahoo.com/second-pathway-cells-sars-cov-122610512.html


Operation Warp Speed, May 15, 

2020: 

Accelerate control over pandemic

Advance development, manufacturing, & 

distribution of vaccines



Operation Warp-speed 

Criteria for Selection:

 Robust pre-clinical

 Scalability of manufacturing to produce 100 million doses 

by mid-2021

 Ability to enter Phase 3 pivotal trial by July-Nov, 2020

 Adhere to 1 of 4 platforms:

(1) Genetic vaccine platform

(2) Non-replicating Virus vector platform

(3) Recombinant sub-unit adjuvanted protein platform

(4) Attenuated, replicating, live-vector platform



Current Top Three Vaccine Candidates:

Genetic Platform

Pfizer mRNA—EUA granted (12-12-20)

Moderna mRNA—EUA granted (12-18-20)

Non-replicating Viral vector platform

(Chimpanzee Adenovirus) AstraZeneca

Or Johnson & Johnson (AD26)--

EUA target late January/early Feb.



Other promising vaccine candidates:
(1) Genetic:

DNA vaccine (Inovio Pharmaceuticals)

(2) Non-replicating viral: 

Other Adenovirus vectors (Johnson & Johnson, Ad26 EUA Jan/Feb?; Phase 3, target 
early 2021)

Other virus vectors (Merck, measles, Vesicular Stomatitis Virus)

(3) Recombinant protein:

Recombinant protein 

NovaVax; Phase 2/3, target March, 2021; 

Sanofi/GSK Phase 3 to start in Dec, target June 2021

(4) Inactivated or attenuated:

Inactivated or attenuated whole Corona virus vaccines (Codagenix, Phase 1)



What are mRNA and viral vector 

vaccines and how do they work?



mRNA Vaccines: Background

 In development since 1990s

 Prototype vaccines studied since 2005 

First in human: Rabies vaccine(CureVac)Phase 1 

2013-2016

101 subjects

 Recent advances within the last two years have 
improved the stability and delivery of mRNA vaccines.

No licensed mRNA vaccines to date.



mRNA Vaccines: How do they work?

Protein synthesis

Image credit: Summary of 

Transcription, Translation ond

Transcription Factors | Leaders in 

Pharmaceutical Business Intelligence 

(LPBI) Group 

(pharmaceuticalintelligence.com)

https://pharmaceuticalintelligence.com/2014/11/05/summary-of-transcription-translation-ond-transcription-factors/


mRNA vaccines: How do they work?

 Immune 

response

Immunotherapy Targets 
Emerging Infectious Diseases 

(genengnews.com)

https://www.genengnews.com/insights/immunotherapy-targets-emerging-infectious-diseases/


How virus vector vaccines work: 

Viral vector vaccines use live viruses to carry DNA into human cells. The DNA 
contained in the virus encodes antigens that, once expressed in the infected 
human cells, elicit an immune response.



Vaccines that make 

or have spike protein 

trigger the body’s 

immune system to: 

• look out for

• capture,

• kill 

invading SARS-2-CoV



Questions?



These vaccine candidates have 

already undergone extensive 

testing



Vaccine Clinical Development:

Phase 1: Safety (small # healthy 

volunteers, 10s)

Phase 2: Dose (medium # healthy 

volunteers, 100s)



Phase 3: Effectiveness 

large # diverse people (20-30K)

Vaccine
Placebo (saline injection)

High COVID transmission area and/or 

high risk profession (ex. front line health 

care workers, etc.)

Count number of symptomatic COVID 

cases (target: ~120 cases) for analysis.



Phase I (safety)

Phase 2 (dose)

Phase 3 (efficacy)

 Emergency Use Authorization 

(EUA)

Licensure



What is an Emergency Use 

Authorization?

 It is not a licensed approved product

 Reasonable safety profile (preclinical, Phase 

1/2/ 2 months Phase 3)

 Demonstrated efficacy (based on risk reduction 

in vaccinated subjects)

 Overall, favorable risk:benefit profile given the 

pandemic circumstances.

 Phase 3 trials for licensure will continue through 

next two years.



EUA: Known and Unknown

Known:

95% efficacy (mRNA vaccines) against 

symptomatic COVID for 2 months 

Neutralizing antibodies equivalent or 

higher than convalescent human sera.

Preliminary evidence that Moderna’s

vaccine protective against severe 

COVID



EUA: Known and Unknown

 Unknown:

 Infectiousness

Length of protection

Efficacy data less robust for non-caucasion

groups because fewer cases have yet to be 

observed in both vaccinated and placebo 

groups.

Evidence for protection against severe 

disease, data are limited



Safety: FDA rationale for EUA 

 Historically, uncommon but clinically significant 

adverse events plausibly linked to vaccines (i.e., 

immune-mediated adverse reactions) generally 

have onset within 6 weeks following 

vaccination* 

*Vaccine Injury Table, National Vaccine Injury Compensation 

Program (2017) - Median follow-up duration of 2 months allows time 
for potential immune-mediated adverse reactions to be observed 

and evaluated vaccine-injury-table.pdf (hrsa.gov)

https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hrsa/vaccine-compensation/vaccine-injury-table.pdf


Questions?



How you may feel after receiving 

an mRNA vaccine:

 For most of you, your arm will hurt, 

 Two thirds of you will feel tired

 Half of you will have a headache

 A third of you will have muscle aches and chills

 A quarter of you will have joint aches

 A sixth of you will have fever.

 The likelihood of feeling this way is higher with the second injection

 The younger you are, the more likely you are to experience these.



FDA will continue collect 

information through the Phase 3 

trials and EUA 



Safety Monitoring Programs

 VAERS (Vaccine adverse event reporting system—CDC 

& FDA) & v-safe text monitoring program via smart 

phones (data available daily)

 National data

 Available to public

 Can detect rare events

 Rapidly detects safety signals

 Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD)

 Surveillance of 20 million people in near real time (refreshed 

weekly)/9 participating integrated health care systems (ex. 

Kaiser Permante)

 Monitoring for immune-enhanced vaccine disease



Safety Monitoring 

 Clinical Immunization Safety Assessment

 7 participating medical centers (Including Boston 

Medical Center) collaborating with CDC

 Vaccine safety experts to help answer US healthcare 

providers’ questions regarding their patients.

 Conduct clinical research

 Special group monitoring through VAERS

 Pregnant women

 Long-term care facility residents



Safety Monitoring

 UK starts vaccinating people with Pfizer vaccine 12-8-20

 2 health care workers have severe allergic reactions (anaphylaxis) 

after receiving first injection 12-8-20, related?

 UK’s recommendation is to not give Pfizer vaccine to people with 

this history (or who carry an Epipen)& to only give vaccines in a 

facility with resuscitation equipment

 2 additional healthcare workers in Alaska have severe allergic 

reactions to Pfizer12/16/20, 1 w/o known history of allergy.

 1 report of allergic reaction to Moderna (history of shellfish allergy)

FDA is to include that vaccines should be done where an 

Epipen is available and anaphylaxis can be managed.
 UK probing if allergic reactions linked to Pfizer vaccine (apnews.com)

https://apnews.com/article/uk-allergic-reaction-pfizer-vaccine-64ddccd70c38a39f880da27941db3540


These additional safety monitoring 

programs will provide important real-

time information to vaccinated people 

allowing them to stay informed. 



Mythbusters

(1) mRNA vaccines use aborted fetal tissue for their production

 mRNA vaccines do not use any cells for their production

(2) mRNA vaccines can cause your DNA to become mutated

 mRNA is an expression product of your genes, it is made differently than DNA and 

can not combine with DNA.  It also doesn’t enter the cell’s nucleus so it is never 

near your DNA.

(3) mRNA vaccines have more ‘side effects’ than the influenza vaccine

 mRNA vaccines do seem to produce a greater degree of vaccine immune 

reaction (redness, pain at injection site, muscle aches, fever) in people who receive 

it, especially after the second dose.  



Risk to benefit:  Making the decision

 COVID is unpredictable and can result in a range of 

short-term and possibly long-term harmful effects to 

many of the body’s systems including the lungs, heart, 

kidneys, brain.

 It may be that certain vaccines might be best suited for 

particular individuals, however, this is most likely not 

going to be the way that the vaccine will be available 

to most of us.

 Vaccination is our best defense against this virus!



Features Moderna Pfizer AstraZeneca

Vaccine type mRNA mRNA Chimpanzee Adenovirus 

vector

Availability 2nd (20 million doses*) 1st (100 million doses*) 3rd ? (300 million*)

Number of injections 2 (28 days apart) 2 (21 days apart) 2 (28 days apart)

Storage temp 2-80C (35.6- 46.440F) -70oC (-940F); 5 days at 

2-80C

2-80C (35.6- 46.40F)

Type of protection (pre-

clinical studies)

Neutralizing Ab, Th1 cells, 

protection from 

challenge

Neutralizing  Ab, TH, CD8 

cells, protection from 

challenge

Neutralizing  Ab, TH1, 

TH2, protection from 

challenge

Protection against 

infection/infectiousness

Unknown (reduced?) Unknown Some data suggesting 

69% prevention 

Protection against 

COVID disease

>90% effective after both 

doses (~2 mo)

95% effective/94% in 

those 65 yrs+

after both doses (~2 mo)

>62% effective 

after both doses (~2 mo); 

~90% with alternate 

dosing??

Length of protection Unknown but memory 

cells have been 

demonstrated.

Unknown Unknown

Side effects Mild-moderate injection 

site & systemic; 4 cases 

of Bell’s palsy (3:1)

Mild-moderate injection 

site & systemic; 4 cases 

Bell’s Palsy

?1 cases of transverse 

myelitis (3 tot)? 11 day 

pause



Q&A

What are your questions?
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